Unit 3 – Student Program
A Tour of Parliament House
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§§ Invite a local Member of Parliament to visit your
classroom
§§ Go on a tour of Parliament House

§§ Create a ‘new piece of legislation’

Although the total program consists of four Units, you decide
whether to complete some, or all, of these Units

explore
parliament

This VCAL/CGEA program invites you to investigate the
structure and operation of parliamentary government.
During the four Units of this program, you can become
engaged in activities such as:
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Unit 3

A Tour of Parliament House
Part One
Organise a visit to Parliament House
Part Two
Preliminary research
Part Three
The actual tour
Part Four
After the tour
In this Unit, you conduct online research into what happens at
Parliament House and then go on the tour.
You evaluate the tour by producing a Do-It-Yourself-Manual
about helping students get more information and greater
enjoyment from excursions.
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Part One
Organise a visit to Parliament House
In this Part of the Unit you prepare for your excursion to
Parliament House in Melbourne’s CBD.
Why?



Someone in the class, perhaps, has suggested that you all go
on a tour of Parliament House. Presumably, you agree that
a tour could add direct experience to an understanding of
parliamentary government.

Of course, while you are in Melbourne CBD, you might also
decide to visit other places in the city area. You would get help
with this idea from a separate program on Parliament's website
of city visits linked to a Maths Trail and a Science Trail (and
parliamentary government within the history of Melbourne)
which will be available from late 2014.
Some preliminary enquiries - you combine your own general
knowledge with a web-based search for much of this preliminary
information.
You all agree on a Tour but
who else should approve?

Where is Parliament House?

What information can you get
from the web address below ?

www.parliament.vic.gov.au/visit/public-tours
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Use the following checklist to make sure that your plans are
adequate. Add your own local prerequisites.
Remember to be clear:

§§ What jobs need to be done
§§ Who will do them

§§ When will they be done?

CHECKLIST – basics
WHAT
Three possible tour
dates have been
selected

WHO

WHEN

touring parliament

Making the arrangements (Parliament House
tour)

These dates have
been discussed with
Tours staff
Tours staff have
then agreed to a
particular date and
time
All students have
been informed:
where & when



Initial discussion
about transport has
commenced
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Develop your own checklist to make sure all the jobs get done
or adapt the checklists provided. Perhaps use the checklists in
Unit 2: A Member of Parliament as Guest Speaker in your
Classroom to get some ideas about the sort of things that go in
a checklist.
Some things to think about:

§§ Are there any costs? What for? How will you cover the
costs?

§§ Where is Parliament House located? Do you need a map
to locate it and check its distance from public transport
§§ How will you get there?

§§ How long will you spend there? Do you need to allow
time for lunch or a break?

§§ How can you try to make sure everyone stays safe and
doesn’t get lost? What’s the procedure if someone gets
hurt or becomes ill?
And:

And:

planning your visit

Some planning considerations

§§ How can you let your teacher know where you are?

§§ Do you need to let Tour staff know if any students are
hearing or visually impaired, or in a wheelchair?
§§ When you visit Parliament House, could you meet
the State MP who visited your classroom (see Unit 2)?
How would you organise this?
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WHAT
Maps and timetables
have been used
in preparation of
itinerary

Budget calculations
have been
completed

Finance has been
arranged

Map work
completed (location
of visit; time to walk
from place to place)

Use of mobile phone
or other if lost?

Emergency
procedures in place
and known by all?

WHO

WHEN

details of your visit

CHECKLIST – the details

i
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Part Two
Preliminary research about Parliament House
Why? ...to find out background information which will make
the visit more enjoyable and will also help you think up more
interesting questions to put to the Tour Guide
Several ways to conduct this research



§§ The Virtual Tour (online plus your general knowledge)

§§ Use other sections of the parliament website (e.g. About
Parliament)
§§ Use the (free) printed material and DVD which should
already be in your resource library but can also be
obtained by calling (03) 8682 2655

The Virtual Tour is excellent preparation. However, if time is
short or access to the website is limited, you could divide the
class into six groups so that each group completes one of the six
tasks. Then, you share the reports from each group.
Finally, as one group, you work together in response to Virtual
Tour Task 6: Look at the Evidence and then Reach a Conclusion
(on Page 14)

If you not have access to the Virtual Tour, you will need to use
the other resources listed above – but the answers will be less
obvious.
Otherwise, go to the Virtual Tour at the site of:

www.parliament.vic.gov.au/virtualtour
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Before you enter the building, rotate the picture, or wait a few
seconds and it will slowly start to rotate.

§§ Look at the footpath and street area in front of the
building. Sometimes, in the past 160 years, there have
been mass protests there. Usually, they were protests
about State government matters.
§§ What were some recent protests about?

virtual touring

Virtual Tour Task 1: Before you enter the
House...



________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
§§ Identify the street which is coming towards you, uphill,
from the centre of the CBD. What is the name of that
street?

________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
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On the screen, find the instruction Show Floorplan

You can find this at the very bottom right-hand corner.

§§ What colour is the dot which shows where you are on
the Floorplan?______________
§§ Use this Floorplan to enter the first room

§§ What is the name of this large entry room?

________________________________________________
Next, click on the instruction Show Points of Interest

§§ What is the message in the tiles of the floor, beginning:
Where no counsel is the people ...

virtual touring

Virtual Tour Task 2: The Entry

________________________________________________
________________________________________________



§§ Now re-write the message in everyday language but, if
you need some help, go to Page 16 of

www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/documents/
education/InsideParliamentJune_2012.pdf
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Next, go through the Vestibule into Queen’s Hall. Rotate the
picture and answer the questions.

virtual touring

Virtual Tour Task 3: Queens Hall



§§ Who is the statue of? ___________________
§§ Why does she have a statue in Queen’s Hall?

________________________________________________
________________________________________________
§§ Again, slowly rotate the picture on the screen.

§§ Who are shown in the portraits, the paintings on the
wall?

________________________________________________

§§ Can you give an ‘historical explanation’ for the “gender
balance’ shown by those portraits?

________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
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The Legislative Assembly is often called the Lower House and
the Legislative Council, the Upper House. Sometimes they are
also referred to as Chambers. The Upper and Lower Houses
are where MPs debate proposed legislation and where they
conduct Question Time.

virtual touring

Virtual Tour Task 4: Legislative Assembly and
Legislative Council


§§ What colour is the carpet in the Legislative
Assembly?

________________________________________________
§§ What colour is the carpet in the Legislative
Council?

________________________________________________

{{ The Upper House chamber
has red carpet

{{ The Lower House chamber
has green carpet
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Read these two stories about the choice of colour for the carpets.
Decide if the stories convince you. Give each story a score from
one to three:
1 = not convincing 2 = perhaps 3 = very convincing
Story One

Many of our parliamentary traditions come from England. Local
people would hold their public meetings on a green field in the
villages called ‘the common’.



YOUR SCORE FOR STORY ONE =
Story Two

Red dye for cloth was very expensive in ancient Rome and
Athens and so red colour was worn only by wealthy or powerful
people. Green was an inexpensive dye to colour cloth with.



YOUR SCORE FOR STORY TWO =

A comment about these explanations is included in the Teacher
Notes file.

virtual touring

Why were those colours chosen ?
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Look again at the Virtual Tour picture of the Lower House.
Do you know from general knowledge which item from this
Chamber was stolen from Parliament on 9th October 1891? It
has never been found (but it has been replaced).
What is some of the story which goes with that theft? You may
need to conduct a widespread online search.

Here’s a project for you. Find this object, and claim the reward!
After all, the reward is $50,000.

virtual touring

Virtual Tour Task 5: Stop, thief! Solve a
mystery
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Collecting the evidence (that is, collecting the concrete
evidence)
And using that concrete evidence to try and

Reach a conclusion (about abstract matters to do with power,
privilege etc))
Work in small groups and then discuss your progress with the
whole class or work as a large group from the start.
Concrete evidence

Think about this virtual tour and the places you looked at inside
and outside the building and answer these questions.

What did you see which shows
that this building is responsible
for ‘serious’ business?
What did you see or what did
you read which shows there are
many ancient traditions and
ceremonies associated with this
building?

virtual touring

Virtual Tour Task 6: Look at the Evidence and
then Reach a Conclusion
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What visual evidence did you see which gives you a hint that this
building might have something to do with:

Power

Privilege

virtual touring

Reaching a conclusion

Authority

Democracy
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the visit

Part Three
The Actual Tour
As you approach the building...
1. Are you observant?

Look at this picture of Parliament House as it was designed more
than 150 years ago.
What is different?



2. Are you reflective?

Look at the immediate area. What did it look like when the
European settlement began twenty years earlier? What sort of
trees? What sort of wildlife?
Where could you find pictures which suggest an answer to this
question? Share your suggestions?

And then, later in the mid-1850s, why was this part of the new
city of Melbourne chosen as the site for this new parliamentary
building? The population was about 100,000 then.

Read the following story and see how closely your ideas
matched.
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the visit

Barak painting of a corroboree (Parliament of Victoria)

When the first Europeans arrived in 1835, the future site of
Parliament House was a forest of gum and wattle trees. The
site was a traditional Kulin meeting place, used for gathering of
clans, and ceremonial purposes - including corroborees. Is that
history built into our ceremonies today?

In fact, the Welcome to Country by traditional owners at the
Opening of Parliament is one way in which that history is
acknowledged. It is a recent tribute.



Did you Know ?

Did you know? There is an Australian Constitution and
a Victorian Constitution. The Victorian Constitution was
originally written in 1855, four years after Victoria became a
colony of Great Britain, no longer part of New South Wales.
Over the decades, public attitudes change. Occasionally, a
constitution is amended; however, constitutional change is
serious business.
For example, Victoria’s Aboriginal people were not
mentioned in that original document. The Constitution was
amended in later years to recognise Victoria’s Aboriginal
people as the original custodians of the land on which the
Colony of Victoria was established.
- When and why do you think this amendment was made?
1901



1945



2004



It did take rather a long time to happen!
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Join the tour guide:

§§ Ask your questions

§§ Be ready to write down the answers

As well as the questions you bring from discussion in the class,
see if you can find the answer to questions like these ones
during the Tour. Of course, there won’t be all that much time!
§§ The new Federal government rented Victoria’s
Parliament House for 26 years after 1901 before moving
to Canberra. How much rent (or donation) did they pay?

§§ Has anyone been ‘locked up’ in Parliament House…why
and where?
§§ We know that the Speaker holds an important position.
Could you explain what that job is, and which Speaker
in the 19th century signed documents with a stamp
because he had lost part of his arm during the Eureka
Stockade fight?
§§ Can visitors to Parliament House buy morning tea or
lunch in a Dining Room here? If so, when and where is
this okay?
§§ Can members of the public walk in off the street, go
through Security, and then join a free public tour?

§§ I don’t vote yet. Does my local MP represent me in
parliament?
§§ How can I be sure about the exact words an MP used
when speaking in Parliament?

§§ Is there a committee or something which is concerned
with changing the rules about P-Plate drivers?

the visit

Inside a place where people ask questions...





§§ Do Members of Parliament use SMS, or Twitter, when
they are sitting in the Chambers?

§§ How many Premiers of Victoria have been women…
and how many women are Members of the Victorian
Parliament today?

Making notes, taking photos

§§ Don’t forget to write notes as you go

§§ Always check first about taking photos!

§§ Maybe look again at the Virtual Tour back in class

§§ And don’t forget to check how long the tour lasts

§§ After all, some member of the class might be absent –
but interested to go by themselves to join a public tour
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After the tour of Parliament House - debrief
Report on return from the tour
Prepare individual or group reports. However, try to make the
report useful to future students – in other words, prepare your
report as a kind of Do-It-Yourself-Manual which future students
would find is clear, useful and engaging!
The report could be:

§§ Written and/or

§§ An oral presentation using PowerPoint or Pressie
§§ A digital story
§§ A wiki

§§ A blog

§§ A wall display.

Use photos and, if appropriate, brochures, and your notes.
Organise the report with the following headings:
§§ The place visited
{{ Location

{{ Information about historical and political significance
{{ Your impressions

after the visit

Part Four

?

§§ Evaluation

{{ Good and bad points to do with

|| Planning, including risk management
|| Team work

{{ The budget

|| Overview of money needed

|| Possible future spending priorities or savings
{{ Summary of recommendations about
|| Organising a tour

|| Choosing a place to visit

|| How long it takes to organise
|| How long a tour takes

{{ Any other important advice
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Finally
If you have spare time you might like to complete the following
two exercises: Fill in the Gap and Times
Fill in the gap with the correct choice of words.
(write / right)

The Speaker facing the Parliament looks at the Government on
her (or his) ______-hand side.



Many of the students want to ______ notes as they listen to the
Tour Guide at Parliament House.
(break / brake)
The Government put the ______ on new projects when inflation
became an economic problem.
The new MP wanted to ______ some of the traditions of
parliament.
(steal / steel)
Someone decided to ______ the Mace from Parliament House
more than100 years ago.
A temporary ______ barrier was used to cordon off Bourke
Street for a protest outside Parliament House.
(council / counsel)
The students decided that they would write a letter about car
parking to their local ______.
A teacher had to ______ students who behaved badly during a
tour of Parliament House.
(talk / torque)
Students are allowed to ______ to each other during a tour of
Parliament House.
Victorian laws limit the amount of ______ a P-plater’s car is
allowed to have.
(poles / polls)
Many newspapers run daily ______ in which people vote YES/
NO on current issues.
If you look, you will see flags hanging on ______ in front of
Parliament House.
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Finally: Times
The history of the Mace goes back to the 13th Century in
England.
When did the 13th Century begin and end?
1201 – 1300AD
1301 – 1400AD
1401 – 1500AD







And a second numeracy question...

Read the story below. Would the students be late for their
3.05pm train at Parliament Station?
Check the mathematics and then fill in the answers

The tour began at 2.00 pm after going through Security
They met the tour guide in the Vestibule (3 minutes)

They looked at Queens Hall and discussed the history of
the building (8 minutes)

Next, they walked along the corridor for the next part
of the tour (5 minutes)

They entered the Upper House chamber and heard stories
about the Legislative Council (14 minutes)

They went slowly across towards the Legislative
Assembly chamber (5 minutes)

There they discussed Question Time, passing bills and
what happens in the Lower House (¼ hour)

They made a final inspection of other parts of the
building and a comfort stop visit (10 minutes)

They left Parliament House and rushed to the platform
of the station for their train (10 minutes)
Were the students late for their train?

{{

YES

{{

NO

How many minutes were spare, or how many minutes late were
they?
________________________________________________
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